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	Mapi, Sapi, and Tapi: Developer's Guide, 9780672309281 (0672309289), Sams Publishing, 1996
This book covers the three most exciting programming services available on the Microsoft Windows platform-messaging
(MAPI), speech (SAPI), and telephony (TAPI). Each of these APIs provides a specialized set of services that expand the
reach of the Windows operating system in a way that makes it easier to write programs that work without having to deal
with the differences between hardware provided from third parties.

The addition of these services as part of the basic operating system not only is a boon to programmers-it is of great
interest to users, too. Computers that can handle messages and telephones, and that can generate and understand simple
speech, are computers that, ultimately, are easier to use. Learning how you add these vital features to your applications
will give your software a greater reach and appeal that can make a real difference to your target audience.
About the Author

Mike Amundsen works as an IS consulting and training specialist for Design-Synergy Corporation, a consulting and
project management firm specializing in information technology services. He has earned Microsoft certifications for
Windows operating systems, Visual Basic, SQL Server, and Microsoft Exchange Server. Mike's work takes him to
various locations in the U.S. and Europe where he teaches Windows programming and helps companies develop and
manage Windows-based client/server solutions.
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Linguistic Modeling of Information and Markup Languages: Contributions to Language TechnologySpringer, 2009
This book addresses the interests of a large community of researchers in the fields of XML-based annotation techniques and corpus-based language technology. It covers the most significant recent developments in this field, from multi-layered mark-up and standards to theoretical formalisms to applications. The contributions are based on research...


		

Groups and Symmetries: From Finite Groups to Lie Groups (Universitext)Springer, 2009
The theory of group representations is a fundamental subject at the intersection of algebra, geometry and analysis, with innumerable applications in other domains of pure mathematics and in the physical sciences: chemistry, molecular biology and physics, in particular crystallography, classical and quantum mechanics and quantum field theory.
...

		

The Big Book of Marketing (Marketing/Sales/Adv & Promo)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	"A real world tool for helping develop effective marketing strategies and plans." -- Dennis Dunlap, Chief Executive Officer, American Marketing Association


	"For beginners and professionals in search of answers." -- Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, President Emeritus and University Professor of Public...





	

Elements of ML Programming, ML97 Edition (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1998

	I became interested in ML programming when I taught CS109, the introduc-
	tory Computer Science Foundations course at Stanford, starting in 1991. ML
	was used by several of the instructors of this course, including Stu Reges and
	Mike Cleron, to introduce concepts such as functional programming and type
	systems. It was also used for the...


		

InDesign CS5 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get up to speed on the latest features and enhancements to the new version of InDesign


	As the industry standard in professional layout and design, InDesign delivers powerful publishing solutions for magazine, newspaper, and other publishing fields. This introductory book is an easy-to-understand reference for anyone...


		

Bluetooth Application Programming with the Java APIs Essentials Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Bluetooth wireless technology is a short-range radio standard that provides new opportunities for wireless devices. Originally, Bluetooth wireless technology was designed as a way of eliminating the cables attached to nearly all consumer electronic devices. However, the goals for Bluetooth wireless technology grew as its designers recognized that...
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